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In this paper we examine the dependence of the solutions and optimal solutions 
of a class of linear, infinite-dimensional control systems on the control constraint 
set. This is done using the weak and the Kuratowski-Mosco convergence of sets. 
First we establish some general facts about weakly convergent multifunctions. Then 
we prove some convergence theorems for the trajectories of certain control systems. 
We also derive a general relaxation theorem. Subsequently we pass to optimal 
control problems and prove various convergence results. We conclude with an 
example from parabolic control systems. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this work is to examine the dependence of the solutions 
and optimal solutions of infinite-dimensional linear control systems on the 
control constraint set. It is important to know what tolerances are per- 
mitted in the specification of the control constraint set in order for the 
model to approximate adequately the system. Such a study on the robust- 
ness of the model can be helpful in designing efficient algorithms. 
Analogous studies were conducted in the past for finite-dimensional 
systems by Artstein [l], Bridgland [6], Stassinopoulos [22], and Zolezzi 
[26]. Infinite-dimensional inear quadratic control problems, were con- 
sidered by Przyluski [19]. However, his control constraint sets are simpler 
than ours (balls in a Hilbert space) and are converging to the limit set in 
a stronger mode (pointwise convergence in the Hausdorff metric). Relevant 
are also the works of Stassinopoulos and Vinter [23] (for finite-dimen- 
sional systems) and Papageorgiou [ 141 (for infinite-dimensional systems), 
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who considered nonlinear problems in the general form of differential inclu- 
sions and examined how variations of the orietor field effect the solution 
set. In [23], Stassinopoulos and Vinter employed the notion of weak con- 
vergence of multifunctions, which we use here in the more general context 
of Banach space-valued multifunctions. Papageorgiou in [14] used the 
Kuratowski-Mosco convergence of sets, which too is used in this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Q, Z‘, p) be a complete, finite measure space and X a separable 
Banach space. We use the following notations: 
P/,,.,(X) = (A E X:nonempty, closed, (convex)} 
and 
PC,,,,,,(X) = (A c X:nonempty, (w-) compact, (convex)}. 
A multifunction F: Q + P/(X) is said to be measurable, if for every z E X 
the function o + d(z, F(o)) = inf{ jlz -x/J :s E F(o)} is measurable. This is 
equivalent to saying that Gr F = ((co, x) E &X:x E F(w)} E ZxB(X), where 
B(X) is the Bore1 o-field of X (graph measurability), or that there exists a 
sequencef,,: Q + X, n 2 1 of measurable functions s.t. F(w) = cl(f,(w)),, , 
for all ~EQ. For more details we refer to the survey paper of Wagner 
[25]. By Sk we denote the set of all Bochner integrable selectors of 
F( .), i.e., Sb= (f( .) E L’(X):f(o) E F(o) p-a.e.}. It is easy to check using 
Aumann’s selection theorem, that Sk is nonempty if and only if 
w + inf{ j(xJJ :XE F(o)} belongs to L\. In particular Sk is nonempty if 
F(.) is “integrably bounded”; i.e., F( .) is measurable and 
o + sup{ 1(x(1 :x E F(w)} EL’+. Using SL we can define a set-valued integral 
for F( .) (known in the literature as Aumann’s integral), by setting 
{a F(w) 44~) = &d-W 44m):f~ Sk.}. 
Given A E 2x\{@}, the “support function” of A, gA: X* + R = 
Iw u ( +co f, is defined by a,(~*)= supf(x*, &):a~ A}. A multifunction 
M: C + Pwkc(X) is said to be a multimeasure (set-valued measure), if for 
every IBEX, A-o M(,+,(x*) is a signed measure. 
Let (A,,A) na I s Pf(X). We say that the An’s converge “weakly” to A, 
denoted by A, W A, if and only if cr,,Jx*) + gA(x*) as n + co. Clearly the 
weak limit set A is unique up to convex hull. Let Y&,(X) (resp. 
Yf,,,,,.,(X)) denote the set of integrably bounded multifunctions with 
values in P,,,,(X) (resp. in P,,,.,,,,.,(X)). We say that F,S F in JZ’jcc, (or 
in ~&,,&7) ‘f I and only if for all x*(.)E L”(X$) = L’(X)* (see 
Ionescu-Tulcea [12]) we have Q~~~.,(x*( .)) s o~(.)(x( .)) in L’(Q). 
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Another mode of set convergence that we use in the sequel is the 
“Kuratowski-Mosco” convergence of sets. Let {A,, A},> i c 2x\{ fa}. We 
deline s-hA,= {x~A:s-lim x,=x, x,EA,, n B l} (here s- denotes the 
strong (norm topology on X) and w-lim A, = {x E A :x = w-lim xnk, 
x,~EA,~> n,<n,<n,< . ..} (h ere w- denotes the weak topology). We say 
that the An’s converge to A in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense, denoted by 
A,~A,ifandonlyifw-~A,=A=s-limA,.From[16,Theorem4.6] 
we know that if X is reflexive and sup” a 1 IA, I< co, then K-M convergence 
of the A.‘s implies weak convergence, while the converse is not in general 
true (see the remark following Theorem 4.6 in [16]). In nonreflexive 
infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, the two notions are not comparable, 
since the K-M convergence is related to the epigraphical convergence of the 
corresponding support functions which in turn is disjoint from the classical 
pointwise convergence. Recall that if (f,,f},,, , G Wx, we say that f, if 
(epigraphical convergence) if and only if epi f, s epif (here 
epi f = {(x, 2) E Xx [w: f(x) < A}). For details we refer to Mosco [ 13) and 
Salinetti and Wets [20]. 
Finally on Pf(X) we can define a generalized metric, known as the 
Hausdorff metric, by setting h(A, B) = max(supaGA d(a, B), supbEB d(b, A)). 
Recall that (Pr(X), h) is a complete metric space. We say that the An’s 
converge to A in the Hausdorff metric, denoted by A, 3 A, if and only if 
h(A,, A) + 0 (i.e., the A,‘s converge to A in the metric space (P,.(X), h)). 
3. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF SETS 
In this section we present two general results about weakly convergent 
sequences of Banach space-valued multifunctions, that we will need in the 
sequel. 
Let T= [O, b] with the Lebesgue measure and the a-field of Lebesgue 
measurable sets (i.e., the completion of the Bore1 o-field). Also X is any 
separable Banach space. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf F,,, F: T+P,,.(X) are measurable multifunctions .t. 
F,,(t), F(t) G W(t) a.e. with W: T + PkC( X) integrably bounded and for every 
A s T Lebesgue measurable, we have jA F,, --% jA F, then for every f E S: 
there exist fn E Sk” n 2 1 s.t. jA f, A JA f for all A E T Lebesgue measurable. 
Proof. First we show that for all A G T Lebesgue measurable, 
SA~,.&SAF as n+co. Since by hypothesis IA F,, 2 JA F, for every 
x* E X* we have crIAFn(x*) + ald F (x*). On the other hand since F,( .), 
W( .) are P,,(X)-valued, from the Banach-Dieudonne theorem we know 
that ~Fnc,j( . h ~wc,j( .I are w*-continuous on B* = the unit ball in X* and 
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since the w*-topology on B* is metrizable (X being separable), we deduce 
that oFn(,,(. ), ~~~~~~ .I are sequentially Iv*-continuous on B*. Since 
aJA F,( .) = JA gF,(,)( .) dt and ala w( .) = l,,, gw,r,(. ) dt, from the dominated 
convergence theorem, we deduce that oIA Fn( .) n > 1 and ‘T,~ w( .) are 
sequentially continuous on B$, Now observe that for every n 3 1 and 
every XT, .x: E B*, we have 
~qaF”(~)L21 
laI4 ,(-xi+) - aj4 I.,(xT)l d alA &XT -XI) + 
is an equicontinuous family in C(Bz,). Thus invoking the 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem and recalling that for every x* E B* we have 
QJA F”(x* 1 + afA Jx*), we deduce that ala Fn(. ) + ala J. ) uniformly on B* 
and so by Hiirmander’s formula (see [ 11 I), we conclude that JA F,, -5 IA F. 
Next let A, = [(k- 1) h2-“, kb2-“‘1, k= 1, 2, . . . . 2”. We just saw that 
jA Fn --% JA F for all A E T Lebesgue measurable. So we can find n,(m) s.t. 
for n > no(m) we have h(jAI F,, JAk F) < l/m2” for all k = 1, 2, . . . . 2”. Hence 
we have 
d (!*I,/; .r,,Ft,) <llm2”‘. 
Since JAp F, E P,,JX) (see the corollary to Proposition 3.1 in [ 15]), we 
can findf,, E SY, n > n,,(m) s.t. IIJ,J- fAkfnm /I< l/m2”. So if A is a union 
of elements of the mth-partition, we have l/JAf-- jAfnm /I < l/m. We may 
assume that m + no(m) is increasing. Let fn~ S& be defined by setting 
f, =f,, if no(m) <n < n,(m + 1). Since for finite unions A of the A,‘s, 
JAfn A JAf and the F,,‘s are a.e. bounded by W( .), it is easy to see that 
JAfn -5 JAf for every A E T Lebesgue measurable. 
Remarks. (i) More generally the above theorem is true for (52, Z‘, p) 
any complete, separable, atomless, finite measure space. Recall that by the 
Halmos-Von Neumann theorem (see Brown and Pearcy [7, Theorem 9.12, 
p. 1821) such a measure space is isomorphic to [0, p(Q)]. 
(ii) The hypothesis that JA F, --% lA F for every A c T Lebesgue 
measurable is satisfied if for example F,,(t) 4 F(t) a.e. 
Our second result on the weak convergence of X-valued multifunctions 
is the following useful extension of the classical Dunford-Pettis compact- 
ness theorem. 
Assume that (Q, C, p) is a complete finite measure space and X a 
separable Banach space with X* separable too. 
THEOREM 3.2. If F”: Sz + P,,&X) are measurable multifunctions s.t. 
F,(o) s W(w) p-a.e. with W: Q + P ,,&X) integrably bounded, then there 
exists F: Q -+ P,,,,JX) a measurable multifunction s.t. F(w) E W(w) p-a.e. 
and a subsequence ( F,,k}k a 1 of (F,, } n > , s. t. JA F,, -S IA F for all A E .E and 
F,,k -% F in YLJX). 
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Proof. Let D$ be a countable strongly dense subset of X*. Let D* = 
{CL I wk* :n 2 1, &E Q, 2: ED,*}. Clearly D* is countable and so we 
can enumerate its element and have D* = {zz }k> i. Invoking the classical 
Dunford-Pettis compactness criterion, we have that {o~~(.)(z:)},~, is 
relatively sequentially compact in L’. So we can find a subsequence 
(denoted for’economy in the notation by the same index) s.t. for all A EC 
S.4 ’ Fn,w)~zl*) = CJA &1*) + #(A, 2:). A second application of the Dunford- 
Pettis theorem produces a further subsequence (again denoted by the same 
index) s.t. for all A E Z jA o~,(~,(z~) &(w) = 01~ F,(z:) + d(A, z?). We 
continue this way by deriving sub-sub-subsequences. Then by a standard 
diagonal process, we get a final subsequence of the original sequences .t. 
for all z* ED* iA (T~~-,(~,(z*) c+(w) = osA ,(z*) + c$(A, z*). 
Because of the sublinearity of the support function, for any z*, z*’ E D* 
we have 
OJA ,(‘*) - OjA &tz*‘) < flJa &* -z*‘) 
and 
By considering if necessary l@(o) = E6iiV( W(w) u ( - W(o))), which by 
the Krein-Smulian theorem (see Diestel and Uhl [9, Theorem 11, p. 511) 
&till P,,&X)-valued, we may assume without any loss of generality that 
W( .) is symmetric valued and then so is SA W(w) tip(w). Thus we have 
bJ,, ,tz*) - aJA~,(Z*‘)l < OJ,,, &* -z*‘) n > 1. 
In the limit as n + co, we get that 
l&A, z*) - #(A, z*‘)l < aJ &* -z*‘) < 
/I I 
. llz* - z*‘(l. 
A 
This last inequality tells us that &A, .) is uniformly continuous on D* 
which is strongly dense in X*. Hence there exists a unique extension of 
4(,4, .) on all of X*. By a straightforward limit argument as n + co and 
recalling the definition of D*, we have 
(z&4, z* + z*‘) d &A, z*) +&A, z*‘) for all z*, z*’ ED* 
and 
&I, AZ*) = A&4, z*) forall IEQ,z*ED*. 
Hence by an easy density argument we conclude that d(A, .) is sublinear 
on X* and furthermore we have I&A, z*)I <alA w(~*). We know (see 
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[15]) that JA WEP,~~~(X). So we deduce that &A, .) is nz(X*, X)-con- 
tinuous and thus there exists M(A) E P,+(X) s.t. &A, z*) = G,,,(~,(z*) for 
all z* E X*. 
Now let Z* EX*. Then we can find {z~},~~~, L D* s.t. =,T,-L z*. We have 
q&(e) -+d(A ZZ) = aMbi)(=;) as n+cC’ 
and 
qw, 2:) + d(4 z*) = aM(A)(Z*) as m-+a 
By diagonalization, we can find an increasing sequence n -+ m(n) s.t. 
aja &?z(n)) --+dM z*) = aM(A)(z*) as n-co. 
Then for any (z*, A) E X*xC, we have 
bSa ,@*I - aM( 
Note that laSa ,(z*) - ola ,(zz,,,)/ d alA w(z* - zz(,)) -+ 0, while from the 
construction of the diagonal sequence, we have 10~~ Fn(z$(,J) - a,,,,(,)(~*)[ -+ 0 
asn+co. 
So finally for all (z*, A) E X* x Z we have 
aiA ,(z*) = jA a,(<,&*) 440) -+ %4&&*)~ 
By Nikodym’s theorem, we deduce that a,,,,.)(~*) is a signed measure 
and so M( .) is a multimeasure. Invoking Theorem 3 of Costt [8], 
we can find F: 52 + P,,,,,.(X) integrably bounded s.t. F(;(o)G W(o) p-a.e. 
and M(A) = JA F(o) &L(O). Hence for all (z*, A) E X* x,E we 
have a iA&*) = JA aFncw#*) 44~) + alah*) = IA aFdz*) 44~) * 
IA Fn -a SA F. 
Since X* is separable, it has the Radom-Nikodym property and so 
L”(X*)=L’(X)*. Hence we can approximate any x*( .)EL”(X*) by 
countably valued functions (see Diestel and Uhl [9, Corollary 3, p. 421) 
and finally get that F, W F in Y&JX). 
4. LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS 
In this section we consider control systems with linear dynamics and 
study the dependence of their trajectories on variations of the control 
constraint sets. 
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So let T = [0, b] and let X, Y be separable Banach spaces, modeling the 
state and the control spaces respectively. 
The control systems under consideration are 
4k~~‘y;y--~w a> (*),r n>l 
2 . U” 
and the limit system 
a(t)=A(t)x(t)+B(t)u(t) 
x(O)=x,,u(.)ES~ I 
(*). 
Here kW)L- is a family of generally unbounded linear operators 
that generates a strongly continuous evolution operator S: A = 
{(t,s):06s<t<b} + P?(X) which is compact for t-s>O. Also we 
assume that BE L”(T, 2’( Y, X)). By a solution (trajectory) of ( *)n (resp. of 
(*)), we understand a mild solution x( . ) E C( T, X) s.t. x(t) = S( t, 0) 
x0 +JA S(r, s) B(s) u(s) ds, TV T, UE Sbn (resp. UE Sb). Let P,,(xO) be the 
solution set of (*),, and let P(x,) be the solution set of (*). 
THEOREM 4.1. If U,, U: T + Pwkc( Y) are measurable multifunctions s.t. 
U,(t), U(t)r W(t) a.e. with W: T + Pwkc( Y) integrably bounded and 
u,,(. 1 -A W.1 in Yi,,,C Y), then {f’,(xo), P(x,)},, , s P,,.(C(T, X)) and 
P,(xO) -5 P(x,) as n -+ co. 
Proof Let x( .) E P,(xO) and let t, t’ E T, t < t’. We have for some 
u(+S:n 
lb(f) - x(f)ll = lIS(t’, 0) x0 - S(t, 0) XOII 
+ 
I 
j” S(t’, s) B(s) u(s) ds - j-’ S(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds 
0 0 ii 
d IlS(t’, 0) xo- s(t, 0) xc, II + f’ IIS(f, s)ll . II&s) +)ll ds , 
+ j; lIS(f, s)- SC?, s)ll . IIf+) u(s)ll ds. 
Because of the strong continuity of the evolution operator, given E > 0 we 
can find 6,>0 s.t. if t’--t<6,, then \(S(t’,O)x,-S(t,O)x,(I<c/3. Also 
observe that 
1” lIS(r’, s)ll . II&s) 4s)ll dsd M, ll~ll, -s” I YJ)I ds. , , 
Since IW(.)( EL:, we can find d2 > 0 s.t. if t’- t < 6,, then M. IJBI( oc . 
1;’ 1 W(s)1 ds < E/3. 
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Finally let E’ > 0 and write 
I ’ llS(r’, s) - S(r, s)ll . IIB(s) u(s)ll d.5 0 
=s f / IIS(t’, s) - S(t, .s)ll . IlLI u(s)ll ds II 
+294. II4, j’ IW)l ds. ,--RI 
Let E’ > 0 be such that 2M /[B/l 3c s: --El / W(s)/ ds < 46. Also from Proposi- 
tion 2.1 of [IS] we know that t + S(t, s) is continuous in the operator 
norm topology, uniformly in s on sets bounded away from t (i.e., t -s 3 k 
for any k>O). So we can find O< d3 <s’ s.t. I;-&’ ((S(t’, s) -s(t, s)ll 
11B[l,~IW(s)lds<~/6. Let 6=min{6,,6,,6,). For t’-t<6 and for all 
x( .) E P,(xo) we have [lx(t’) - x(t)11 < 43 + 43 + 46 + 46 = E 5 P,(xO) is 
equicontinuous. Also for every t E T, we claim that the multifunction 
s + s(t, s) B(s) U,(s) is measurable. To see this let u,: T -+ Y, m 2 1 be 
measurable functions s.t. U,(t) = m>, >, . Then it is easy to check that 
s(t, s) B(s) U,(s) = {s(t, s) B(s) u,(s)},~, and s + S(t, s) B(s) U,(S) m 3 1 
are measurable. So indeed s + s(t, s) B(s) U,(s) is measurable from [0, t] 
into P,JX) (recall that s(t, s) is a compact operator for t--s > 0). Then 
using Radstriim’s embedding theorem (see Hiai and Umegaki [lo]), we 
have that s; s(t, s) B(s) U,(s) dse PJX) for all TV T. Note that for all 
JET, P,(x,)(t)={x(t):x(~)~P,(x~)}~S(t,O)~~+~~S(t,s)B(s) U,(s)ds~ 
&,(.I’) * P,(xe)(t) E PJX) for all t E T. Thus invoking the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem, we deduce that P,(xJ is compact. Since S&E P,,,,,(L’(X)) (see 
Proposition 3.1 of [15]), it is easy to check that P,(x,,) is closed, hence 
compact in C( T, X). Similarly we get that P(xO) is compact in C( T, X). In 
fact since U,(t), U(t) c w(t) a.e. and W( .) is integrably bounded and 
P&X)-valued, from the above argument we have that UnD I P,(xO) is 
compact in C(T, X). 
Next let h*(P,(x,), P(x,,)j = sup{d(xA, P(xO)):x;( .) E P(x,)}. We just 
saw that P,(xO) is compact in C( T, X). So we can find x,( .) E P,(x,) s.t. 
h*(P,(x,), P(x,)) = d(x,, P(x,)). By definition we have 
x,,(t) = S( l, 0) x0 + j’ S( t, s) B(s) u,(s) ds, t E T, u, E S f,,. 0 
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Note that for all n B 1, S & c S 2, and the latter is w-compact in L’(X) 
(see [ 151). Because of the Eberlein-Smulian theorem it is sequentially 
w-compact and so by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may 
assume that U, -% u in L’(X). For every x* E L”(X$) = L’(X)*, we have 
(x*, u,) < a,~~(x*) = 1: aURc,)(x*(t)) dt, where (., .) denotes the duality 
brackets for the pair (L’(X), L”(Xz,)), i.e., (x*, u) =jE (x*(t), u(t)) dt. 
Since by hypothesis U,( .)A U( .) in P’,& Y), we have os; (x*) -+ 
y/(x*) =j8 OU(f) (x*(t)) dt. So in the limit we get (x*, U) d am;?. Since 
x* E L”(Xz,) was arbitrary and Sk is convex, we deduce that u E S h. Then 
recalling that u, a I P,(xO) is compact in C( T, X), we have x, +x in 
C( T, X), where x(t) = S( t, 0) x0 + 16 S(t, s) B(s) U(S) ds, t E T, u E S b. So 
4x, > P(xO)) < IJx, -x1( ~ + 0. Hence every subsequence of { h*(P,(x,), 
f%m2 I has a further subsequence that converges to 0. Thus we have 
h*(P,(x,)> P(xcJ) -+ 0 as n-co. (1) 
Next we examine the sequence h*(P(x,), P,(x,)) = sup{d(x’, P,(xO)): 
x’( .) E P(xo)} n 2 1. For each n > 1, we can find Z,E P(xO) s.t. 
h*(P(x,), P,(x,)) = d(z,, P,(xO)). By definition z,(t) = S(t, 0) x,, + 
St, S(t, s) B(s) u”(s) ds, t E T, un(. ) E S L. Exploiting the sequential 
w-compactness of S h, we may assume, by passing to a subsequence if 
necessary, that u”-%u~Sb in L’(X) as n+co. Let ~:TxT~~(X) be 
defined as 
S(t,s)= o 1 
S(t, s) for (t,s)~d 
for (t, s)#d 
Since by hypothesis U,A U in J.Z’L,,JX), for every (z*, A)EX* x B(T) 
we have 
= 
i A 
q,&?*(s) g*(t, s) z*) ds + jA o,@*(s) s*(t, s) z*) ds 
Observe that ~(r,.)B(.)u(.)~s~(,,.)~(.)~,.) for all JET. So invoking 
Theorem 3.1, we can find h, E S~(,,.jB(.IUn(.I s.t. for all A E B(T) lA h,(s) ds 
-+~Ah,(s)ds+~ALj(f,s)B(s)~(s)d f s or t E T. A simple application of 
Aumann’s selection theorem (see Wagner [25]) produces u,( ) E S & s.t. 
h,(s) = S(t, s) B(s) u,(s) a.e. Then if we set x,(t) = S(t, 0) x0 + 
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I:, S(t, s) B(s) u,(s) ds, t E T, we have .Y,,( .) E P,,(.y,,) and x,, + .\r in C( T, X), 
where ~(t)=S(t,O)~~+~~S(t,~)B(s)u(s)ds. Also z,,+-x in C(T,x). SO 
finally we have 
Therefore finally from (1) and (2) above and the definition of the 
Hausdorff metric, we have 
h(Pn(4A P(x,)) + 0 as n-,co. 
An immediate, interesting consequence of the above theorem is the 
following result relating the attainable (reachable) sets of the approxi- 
mating and limit systems. 
So let R,(t) = {x,Jt):xJ.)~ P,(xO)} and R(Z) = (x(t):x(.)~P(x,)} for 
all IZ > 1 and all t E T. 
THEOREM 4.2. If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold, then for all t E T, 
R,(t), R(t) E Pkc(X) and R,(t) Jb R(t) as n -+ co. 
ProoJ Observe that R,(t) = e,(P,(x,,)) and R(t) = e,(P(xO)), where e,( .) 
is the evaluation map at t E T. Recall that e,( .) is continuous, linear. Since 
by Theorem 4.1 P,(xO), P(xO) E P,,(C(T, X)) we get that e,(P,(xO)) = R,(t) 
and e,(P(xO)) = R(t) E PJX). Also using the properties of the Hausdorff 
metric, we have 
4&(f), R(t)) = h(e,(P,(xd), e,(P(xd)) 
d Ile, II . h(f’,M, Wd) --f 0 as n-co. 
We can also prove convergence of the trajectories in the 
Kuratowski-Mosco sense. 
THEOREM 4.3. If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold, then 
P,(xO) K-M, P(xO) as n -+ co. 
ProoJ Let x( .)E w-i& P,(x,). The by definition we can find 
xnlr E p&J St. x,,~ -5 x in C(T, X). For each k 2 1, we have 
x,,(t)=S(t,O)xO+~~S(t,s)B(s)u,,(s)ds, teT, u,,,ES~~~GS~. Since Sh 
is w-compact in L’(X), by passing to a further subsequence if necessary, 
we may assume that unk 3 u in I,‘(Y) and UE SL (see the proof of 
Theorem 4.1). Then x,,,(t) 3 S(t, 0) x0 + J& S(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, tE T, 
u E S ; a x(t) = S(t, 0) x0 + s:, S( t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, te T, UES+--X(.)E 
P(x,). So we have shown that 
w-lim P,(xJ c P(x& (1) 
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Next let y( .) E C( T, X). Since P(xO) E Pkc(C( T, X)), we can find 
X(.)E P(xo) s.t. 4Y, P(xo))= IIY -XII,. 
By definition x(t) = S(t, 0) x0 + lh S(t, S) B(s) U(S) ds, t E T, u E S h. As 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can find U, E S h, s.t. for all t E T, 
1: Y; ;rl i[sl uf;)dds +Jj s(t, s) B(s) 4s) ds. Set x,(t) = s(t, 0) x0 + 
sus s. en x,( .)E P,(xo) and since Un>,, P,(xo) is 
compact in C( T, X), it is clear that x,, --f x in C( T, X). So Ily - x, )I o. -F 
llr-XII,. Since d(y, P,(x,))< Ily-xXnIIm, we have limd(y, P,(x,))< 
II y -x0 (1 = d(y, P(x,)) and so from Theorem 2.2(ii) of Tsukada [24], we 
have 
P(x0) E s-liIJP,(x,). (2) 
From inclusions (1) and (2) above, we deduce that 
P,(xo) K-M P(xo). 
We can also have a corresponding convergence result for the reachable 
sets. 
COROLLARY. If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold, then 
R”(t) s R(t) as n-+ Go for all tE T. 
Remark. Recall that if the underlying space is finite dimensional, then 
the K-M convergence is just the Kuratowski convergence (K-convergence) 
of sets, which coincides with the convergence in the Hausdorff metric on 
Pkc(X). In infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach spaces, convergence in the 
Hausdorff metric implies K-M convergence of sets in Pfi(X). In non- 
reflexive Banach spaces the two convergence modes are disjoint. 
The final result of this section shows that under quite general hypotheses, 
every sequence of solutions of ( *)n n b 1 has a subsequence converging to 
a solution of a limit system of the form of (*). Assume that X is separable. 
THEOREM 4.4. If U,: T + Pwkc( Y) n 3 1 are measurable multifunctions s. 
t. U,,(t) G W(t) a.e. with W. T+ Pwkc( Y) integrably bounded, then there 
exists U: T --* P,,& Y) integrably bounded and a subsequence { P,Jx~)}~~, 
of R(XOHn>l s.t. P,,(xo) + P(xo) both in the K-M and h sense, where 
P(x,) is the solution set of the system with control constraint Sh. 
Proof Apply Theorem 3.2 to get U: T --) P&X) integrably bounded 
and a subsequence {U,,(.)}kal of {I!J,J.)}~~~ s.t. U,,(.)* U(.) in 
9’:,,.( Y). Then consider the approximating systems (*)n, and the limit one 
(*) with Sb. Invoking Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 we get the desired result. 
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5. RELAXATION 
In this section we examine what happens to the trajectories of a linear 
control system when we convexify its control constraint set. This con- 
vexification process is known in the literature as “relaxation” of the system. 
We show that this augmentation of the control constraint set “essentially” 
does not alter the set of trajectories. 
So consider the following two linear control systems: 
and 
i(t)= A(t) x(t) + B(f) u(f) 40) =x0,4.) E s&w I (*Jr 
The assumptions on the spaces X, Y and on the operators {A(t)} ,E T and 
B( .) remain as in Section 4. Denote by P(xo) the set of trajectories (mild 
solutions) of (*) and by P,(xO) the set of trajectories (mild solutions) of 
(*)c. The next theorem relates the two sets. Recall that a multifunction 
U: T+ 2’\(D) (not necessarily closed valued) is “graph measurable” if 
and only ifGrF={(t,x):xEF(?)}EB(T)xB(X). 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf U: T + 2 ‘\ { a} is graph measurable, for every t E T 
U(t) E PJY) and (U( .)I EL\, then P(xO) = Pc(xo), the closure taken in 
C( T, Xl. 
Proof: From Theorem 4.1 we know that P&x0) E Pkc(C( T, X)). Next let 
x(.)~P,(x~). By definition we havex(t)=S(t,O)x,+~~S(r,s)B(s)u(s)ds, 
[ET, UES&.. From Theorem4.1 of [17] we know that z”=S&.. 
Since S&,E P,,,,.(L’(Y)) (see [IS]) and L’(X) is separable, the weak 
topology on Sk, is metrizable. So we can find U, E Sb s.t. U, -% u in 
L’(Y). Set x,(t) = S(t, 0) x0 + s; S(t, s) B(s) U,(S) ds, t E T and n b 1. 
Clearly x,( .) E P(xo) c P,(x,) and x,(t) 3 x(t) for all r E T. In fact, since 
P,(xo) is compact in C(T, X), we have that x, +x in C( T, X), which 
proves the theorem. 
As a consequence we get an analogous density result for the corre- 
sponding reachable sets. 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 hold, then R,(t) = R(t) 
for aN t E T. 
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Remark. A particular case of special interest (“bang-bang” principle) is 
when U(t) = ext V(t), with I’: T + Pnkc( Y) integrably bounded. We know 
(see Benamara [S]) that in this case r -+ U(t) is graph measurable and so 
Theorem 5.1 and 5.2 can be applied. 
6. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
Here we turn our attention to optimal control problems with linear 
dynamics and investigate the dependence of their values and solutions on 
the control constraint set and on the cost criterion. 
The iirst result concerns a terminal optimal control problem for systems 
with dynamics described by (*)n and (*). Again the hypotheses on X, Y, 
P(tH,,. and B( .) remain unchanged. 
THEOREM 6.1. If the hypotheses qf Theorem 4.1 hold, {d,,( .), 
d( .)} E C(X) and I#,, + 4 uniformly on compact sets, then m, = 
inf{d,(x(b)):x(.) E p,(xdl -9 m = inf(b(x(b)):x( .) E P(xO)}. 
Proof. Since R,(~)E Pk,(X) and b,,~ C(X) n > 1, we can find 
x,( .) E P,(x,,) s.t. m, = $,(x,(b)). Recall (see the proof of Theorem 4.1) that 
pm is compact. So we can find a subsequence {x~,}~ a, s.t. 
yn?x;P(x ) in C(T X). Then 4,,(x,,(b))+d(x(b)) 
/‘<&x(b)). io we deduce that 
as k-~ co and 
m<hm,,. (1) 
Also since P(xO) E PkJC( T, X)), we can find x( .) E P(xO) s.t. 4(x(b)) = m. 
Invoking Theorem 4.3 we can find x, E P,(xO) s.t. x, + x in C( T, A’). Since 
m, 6 4,(x,(b)), we have 
limm,<m. (2) 
From (1) and (2) above, we get that mnk + m. Thus every subsequence 
of {%ln2 I has a further subsequence that converges to m. Hence m, + m 
as claimed. 
We can change the mode of convergence of the cost functionals and 
weaken their continuity properties, by assuming that they are convex. In 
this case our stability (sensitivity) result reads as follows. Recall that 
T,(X) = {d: X-t R: proper, I.s.c., convex} and d* denotes the conjugate in 
the sense of convex analysis of function d( .). Here X is a separable, 
reflexive Banach space. 
THEOREM 6.2. If k1) {4,, d)n,I~~dX)v A,& d and supnsl d,(O) 
< @JT (2) {cc> 4*>,, I is equi-1.s.c. and uniformly inf w-compact, (3) U,, 
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U: T + Ph+( Y) ure measurable multijimctions xt. U,,(t), U(t) I W(t) U.C. 
with W: T --) P,& Y) integrably bounded and V,,( .) -li U( ) in $6 :,,,.( Y), 
then m, -+ m. 
ProoJ Because 4,,-% d, from Mosco [ 131, we know that c$X 2 d*. 
Then since by hypothesis the sequence {bz, b* },ZZ, is equi-1.s.c. from 
Sallineti and Wets [20], we have that &,T(z*) + d*(:*) for every z* E X* 
(pointwise convergence). From Theorem 1.1 of Attouch and Brezis [2) we 
know that (9, + urn* (z*) = (AT oa,d(z*) = 4Xz* - ~5) + oRn,d-7,TI 1 
and (4 + SRCbJ* (z*) = (6*(z* -z:)+o~(~)(z:) for all z*EX* (here 0 
denotes the operation of infimal convolution; see Attouch and Brezis [Z]). 
First we claim that i&(4,, +6 R,(hl)* (z*) d (4-t JRoJ* (=*I for all 
z* EX*. To this end, since d,* 2 I$*, we can find (see Mosco [ 131) 
y,*, E x* s.t. y,*1 -4 z: and lim d,*(z* - yz,) Q d*(z* - 2;“). Observe that 
bf7,(b,b%) - hqh)Wl 
(here M > 0 is such that IIy$ (I< M for all n 2 1). So we have: 
lim(d,* q ,“(fJ(z*) 6&q(z* - yn*l) +K q&Yn*l) 
d d*(z* - zf) + UR(b)(Z1*) = (#*Oa R(b,)(z*). ( 1) 
On the other hand let of -% z*. Using once again Theorem 1.1 of 
Attouch and Brezis [a], we have 
(where supn a1 lb,* II d K). 
Since by hypothesis (2), j~~}n~, is uniformly inf w-compact, we get that 
{u,* - x,*lj is w-compact and so by passing to a subsequence if necessary, 
we may assume that xz, 4 w*. Then because 4: -% ~,4*, we have 
lim (d/xu,* - -ci) + ~R,(h)N1)) a lim &xu,* - x,*l) + lim ~R.(h)(X,*I) 
2 d*(z* - w*) + lim O/&(,)(X,*,). 
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Note that 
bR,(b)b,*I) - aR(b,(w*)l d bR”(b)(X,*,) - ~R(b)(X,*l)l + bJR(b,(X,*l) - aR(b)(w*)l 
< K’ .h(R,(b), R(b)) + ~R(b,(X,*, - w*) 
(where supn 2 1 (x,*~ II < K’). 
Recall that since R(b) E P,JX), from the Banach-DieudonnC theorem we 
know that cRCbj( .) IS se uen ia q t 11 y w-continuous. So in the limit as n + CC 
we get 
‘R(b) (x$-w*)+o. 
Since we have h(R,(b), R(b)) + 0, we get 
Hence we have 
~R,(b)K,) + aR(b)(w*). 
lim (#,+S R.(b))* (‘,*) 2 d*b* - w*) + aR(b)(w*) 
2 (~*oaR,,,)(z*) = (4 + dR(b))* (z*). (2) 
From inequalities (1) and (2) above and the definition of r*-convergence 
(see Mosco [13]), we have (4, + 8R,CbJ* L (#+6,,,,)*. Also from the 
above it is clear that (4, + 6 R”Cbj)* (z*) + (4 + bRCbJ)* (z*) for all z* E X*. 
Hence invoking Theorems 4.1 and 3.3 of Beer [4] we conclude that 
m,-+m. 
Next we consider problems with integral cost functional. So we examine 
the following optimal control problems: 
JJx, u) = 1’ I.,( t, x(t), u(t)) dt + inf = m, 
0 
s.t.i(t)=A(t)x(t)+B(t)u(t) (**)n 
x(0)=x,, UES& 
J(x,~)=~~L(~,x(?),u(~))dr-tinf=m 
0 
Here X, Y are both separable, reflexive Banach spaces and the operators 
+Wh, and B( -) remain as before. Also we need the following 
hypotheses concerning the cost integrands. Note that Y, denotes the space 
Y with the weak topology. 
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H,,: L,,, L: TX Xx Y,, + rW = [w u { +cc ) are normal integrands, convex in 
(x, u) s.t. 
(1) L,,(4 ., ) -5 L(r, ‘1 1 a.e., ‘%r> -y. u) 3 4,,,(f) + CL(t) //~~I1 + 
43,(t) 114 a.e., L(f, x, u) 3 Q,(f)+&(t) Il.~l/ + d?(t) Ilull a.e. with d,,,(. ). 
di( .)EL’(T) i= 1, 2, 3 and lL,,(f, -Y, U) - L,,(t, .Y’, u’)l <k,,(t) [lIx-.y’Il + 
llu- ~‘I11 a.e. with SUP,,~, Ilk, II x < a 
(2) there exist (z,,, u,} ,,.l~L’(X)xL’(Y) and k(.), k,,(.)cL’+ s.t. 
lIz,(t)ll + Ilv,(t)ll d k(t) a.e. L,(t, z,,(t), u,,(t)) d k,(t) a.e. for all n 2 1, 
(3) there exist {z:, uz } ,,>, c L’“(X*) x Lx-( Y*) and h, &E Lz st. 
llz,*(t)ll + IIu,*(t)ll <<h(t) a.e. L,*(t, z:(t)), u,*(t)) 6 h,(t) a.e. for all n > 1. 
THEOREM 6.3. [f hypothesis H, holds and U,,, U: T + P,,+(( Y) are 
measurable multifunctions s. t. I U,(t) 1, I U( t ) I d M, a.e. and S [;, s S L, in 
L’( Y), then the problems (* *),, and (* *) all have solutions and m, + m. 
Proof: We establish the existence of optimal solutions for the limit 
problem (**). The proof can be repeated verbatim for the approximating 
problems ( **)n, n 3 1. 
So let U-GAJL~~ be a minimizing sequence of admissible “state- 
control” pairs. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume 
that .7c, + x in C(T, X) and U, 2 u in L’(Y). Let W= B(0, M,)= 
{YE Y:llyll GM,}. Th en W endowed with the relative weak topology is 
a compact metric space. Let M( W,.) be the space of Radom measures 
on W,.. From the Riesz representation theorem, we know that 
M( W,.) = C( W,.)* * L”( T, M( W,.)) = L’( T, C( W,.))* (see Ionescu-Tulcea 
[ 121). Then the sequence of Dirac transition measure {6,,(.,( .)},1,, is 
bounded in L”( T, M( W,,.)) and so by passing to a subsequence if 
necessary, we may assume that 6,n -% 13 in L”( T, M( W,V)). Also invoking 
Lemma 3 of Balder [3], we can find Lk: TX Xx W,. -+ iw Caratheodory (in 
fact Lipschitz) integrands st. Lk r L and B(t) < Lk(t, x, U) 6 k a.e., where 
J(t) 4,(t) + 4*(t) IP( +@j(t) M,. Then if ik,“(t, U) = Lk(t, x,(t), U) and 
ik(t, u)= Lk(t, x(t), u), we claim that ik,“(t, .) -+ ik(t, .) a.e. in C( W,,.). To 
get this we proceed as 
IlikJyt, .)-Lk(t, .)/I, = sup IP,“(t, U)-Lk(t, u)l 
UE iv, 
= lik3yt, u,) - ik(t, u,)l u, E w. 
By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that u, -5 u. 
Recalling that Lk(t, ., ) is continuous on Xx W,,., we have 
lik*“(t, 24,) - Lk(t, u,)l 
= ILk(f, x,(t), %) - Lk(4 x(t), %)I + 0 as m-co, 
* IILkyt, ‘) - ik(t, .)/I z + 0 as m+co. 
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Then by the dominated convergence theorem, we have that 
Lk,m & ik in L’(T, C( IV,.)) as m+co. 
Denote by (., . ) the duality brackets for the pair (L’( T, C( W,.)), 
L”(T, M( W,)) we have 
( Lk,m, S”_> * Gk, 2) as m-+cO. 
Also from the monotone convergence theorem, we have 
cik, A> T J” J ut, x(t), u) ~(twu) dz, as k-co. 
0 w 
So by diagonalization we can find a sequence m + k(m) s.t. 
(~k(m),m, ,j .,> -+ Job J, ut, x(t), u) I dt as m-03, 
J 
b 
*rn=b Ut, x,(t), u,(t)) dt 
0 
b 
2 ss L( t, x(t), u) %( t)(du) dt. 0 w 
Observe that for all A E B(T) we have 
J u,,((t)dt+j u(t)dt and 
A A 
J j z&,(du)dt -J 
A W 
i‘ uA(t)(du)dt. 
A W 
Since ~~(t)=j~& .,,,,(du), we get that jA u(t) dt = lA SW ui(t)(du) dt for 
all AeB(T)*u(t)=Jw ul(t)(du) a,e. So by using Jensen’s inequality, we 
have 
m> j”j ~(t,x(r),~)l.(t)(du)dtaj-~~(t,x(t),u(r))dt=~(x,u) 
0 w 0 
and as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we can easily check that (x, U) is an 
admissible pair. So we have 
m = J(x, u) 3 (x, U) is the desired optimal solution of (**). 
Next let (x,, u,), n k 1 be optimal pairs for the approximating problems 
(**)n. So Jn(x,, u,) = m,, n > 1. Recalling that Unz, P,(xo) is compact in 
C( T, X) and S 2, is w-compact in L2( Y), by passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we may assume that x, -P x in C( T, X) and U, s u in L’(Y). 
From Theorem 3.1 of Salvadori [Zl], we know that J, -5 J. Then from 
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the definition of r-convergence (see Mosco [13] and Sallinetti and Wets 
[20]), we have 
J(Y, u) 6 !~IJI m,, = lim J,,(.u,,, u,,) 
It is easy to see that (x. U) is an admissible pair for the limit problem 
(**). Hence we have 
mdJ(.x, u)=>m<limm,,. (1) 
Now let (x, U) be an optimal pair for the limit problem (**). Hence 
J(x, u) = m. Since S :, m S L, we can find u,, E S L:, s.t. u,, --?-* u in L’( Y). 
Let x, E P,(x,) be the trajectories generated by u,( .). Then it is easy to see 
that x,, -A x in C( T, X). We have 
IJnk,, u,) - J(x, u)l 
d SUP Ilk II a Cllx, - XII 2 + lb, - 4 ,I + 0 as n+c0. 
n>l 
*JAG, 4 -, m. 
Since for every n k 1 we have m, < J,,(x,, u,), we deduce that 
- 
lim m, 6 m. (2) 
From (1) and (2) above, we conclude that m, + m. 
Finally we check the relation between the solution sets of ( **)n and (**). 
Call the first Q, and the latter Q. 
THEOREM 6.4. 
- 
If the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3 hold, then hm Q, E Q. 
Proof: Let (x, U) E lim Q,. Then by definition we can find 
(xnk, u,,)E Q,,, k> 1 s.t. x,, +x in C(7’, X) and unk + u in L’(Y). So 
x,,(t)=S(t,O)x,+S:,S(t,s)B(s)u,,(s)ds, u,,~ESL~~ and thus in the limit 
as k -+ 00, we get x(t) = S( t, 0) x0 + jh S( t, s) B(s) U(S) ds, u E S b a (x, u) is 
admissible for (**) and so m < J(x, u). Since J, i J (see the proof 
of Theorem 6.3), we have J(x, U) d lim m, = lim Jnk(x,, , u,~). From 
Theorem 6.3 we know that lim mnk = m. So J(x, u) <m s- J(x, u) = m 3 
(x,u)~Q=d&Q,cQ. 
7. AN EXAMPLE 
In this last section, we present an application of our results to a class of 
linear parabolic control systems. 
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Let T= [Cl, b] and Z a bounded domain in [w” with smooth boundary 
8Z = I’. Consider the following sequence of parabolic control problems on 
TxZ: 
w, 4 -= dx(t, 2) + (b(t, z), u(t, 2)) on TX 2 at 1 
x(t,z)=OonTxr *** ( )?I 
x(0, z) =x()(z) on (0) x z 
INl, z)l G Y,(f, 2) 
and the limit control problem 
wt, z) 
-=dx(t,z)+b(t,z),u(t,z))on TxZ at 
x(b,z)=Oon Txf (**“). 
x(0, z) = x0(z) on {0} x Z 
lu(t, z)l G 46 z) 
Let X = L*(Z) A = d with D(A) = H*(Z) n HA(Z). It is weII known from 
semigroup theory, that A( .) defined above generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup {S<t))l,o, which is compact for t > 0. 
As our control space, we choose Y= L:(Z). Let b(t, .) E L?;(Z) and 
assume that t --) b(t, .) belongs in L”( T, Y). Also let r,,, r E L: (T x Z) s.t. 
r,A r and Ilr,,(t, .)I] ,,, ]Ir(r, .)I] ,,<a(t) a.e. with u(.)EL: 
Set U,(t)= {UE Y: jlu(z)lj,,<r,(f, z) a.e. on Z> and C/(t)= (UC Y: 
Ilu(z) < r(l, z) a.e. on Z}. Since r, -3 r, it is easy to check that U, 3 U 
in diP:,,J Y) and furthermore U,(t), U(t) c W(t) a.e., where W(t) = {U E Y: 
[lull < u(t)}. Clearly W: T -+ PWkc( Y) and in integrably bounded. Finally let 
BE L’“( T, 2?( Y, 2’)) be defined by (B(f) u)(z) = (b(t, z), u(z)) and set 
R, = x*( . ) E x. 
Rewrite systems (***)n and (*** ) in the following equivalent abstract 
form: 
g(t) = Ax(t) + B(t) u(t) 
x(O)=&, UES& I (***K 
and 
i(t) = Ax(t) + B(t) u(1) 
x(O)=.& UES: I 
(***)‘. 
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These systems satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3. So if 
PJ.?,) denotes the set of trajectories of (***),! and P(.?,) the set of trajec- 
tories of ( ** * ), we have PJ.2”) & P(.f,,) in C( T, X). Also R,,(t) -% R(f) 
for all t E T. 
Finally if d,,(y(h)) = JL q5,,(y(h, 2)) u’=, q&~(h)) = jL &~(h, 2)) (I= and for 
every KG L:(Z) compact, SUP,.~~ Sz I~~,,(u(z)) - &u(z))1 dz -+ 0 as n + x 
we get q?,( ) -+ &(. ) uniformly on compact sets and so by Theorem 6.1 we 
have m, = inf{d,Jx(h)): x( .) E I’,,(-i-,,)} 
^ 
-+m=inf{&.x(h)):.x(.)EP(.&)J. 
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